
24K+

11%

80%

 More control over schedules 
and improved work-life 

balance

Faster schedule creation
and easier last-minute 
changes management

Accurate data on attendance, 
costs and variance from 

budgeted hours

·   Master templates with flexible tools
    that automate schedule creation 

·   Automated shift callout with SMS
    and voice messages to reach out
    to many employees at once

·   Allocation and replacements of
    shifts based on collective
    agreement rules, unit guidelines,
    skills and more

·   Autonomous shift exchanges
    and giveaways with colleagues

·   Schedules that consider leave
    requests submitted through
    self-service features

·   Real-time schedules accessible
    on mobile 24/7

·   Devices that capture employee
    clock in and out times, and transfer
    the data to payroll

·   Reports and analytics on real-time
    workforce data, including agency
    resources tracking 

·   Highlighting of variances from the
    budgeted position hours

LOGIBEC SCHEDULING

Gain more control over 
your schedules, reduce 
your costs, and 
empower your teams

Employees Schedulers Managers

shifts scheduled
each day in Canada

average
cost reduction

of customers
reduced overtime



They Trust Logibec Scheduling

We make Logibec Scheduling 
operational for you in 5 proven steps

Request a customized demonstration

1 800 361 9659 info@logibec.com

5
Optimization
Supporting change 

management, monitoring 
deployment status,

and remaining available 
for support

2
Implementation

Establishing overall 
project structure and 

defining plans for 
transferring or keeping 

historical data

3
Transition
Setting up the 
infrastructure, 

configuring Logibec 
Scheduling, and

testing interfaces

4
Execution

Executing go live, 
training end-users
and ensuring the 

progressive onboarding 
of super users

1
Initiation

Understanding
your technological

and operational 
needs

Gilles Verrier
INTERIM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
FOR THE LIONS HOUSING CENTRES

Proper recording of the staff’s time in 
and out will give us accountability in 
addition to reducing the time wasted by 
nursing staff trying to find replacements. 
Taking this into account, along with the 
time saved by the current Staffing 
Coordinator, the system will pay for itself 
in a matter of months.


